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Architecture of our recommender system. We will first
provide a high-level overview of the architecture of our
recommender system, as illustrated in Figure 1. We describe
our nearest neighbors-based algorithms underlying our recommendation models and subsequently discuss how to implement
the model training in a scalable distributed dataflow system
and how to serve low-latency recommendations in response to
user-requests. We will share how we handle the bulk update
of pre-computed recommendations into a Bigtable database by
automatically adjusting the insertion rate to guarantee a low
serving latency during ingestion.
Comparison against neural-based algorithms. We explore
the benefits of neural-based approaches in comparison to
nearest neighbor techniques (such as our system) for our ecommerce scenario as well. The academic setup that is closest
to our production use case is session-based recommendation,
where the goal is to predict the next item (or the set of next
items) that a user will interact with, given the current items
of her session. Interestingly, recent academic research [3],
[4] indicates that neural-based approach do not outperform
classical nearest neighbor approaches in this scenario. We
evaluate the predictive performance of all methods on our five
data samples. We find that the nearest neighbor approach VSKNN consistently outperforms all neural-based approaches.
The time required to train the neural approaches is three to
four orders of magnitude larger than the training time of the
neighbor based approaches. Additionally, two of the three neural based methods require much more time for inference than
the nearest neighbor methods. These are important properties
for a production systems that have to conduct regular retraining
of their models, and adhere to strict time constraints for that.
Impact of serving latency on recommendation performance. Motivated by our production setup, our second study
focuses on the impact of orthogonal, systems-related im-
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Abstract. E-commerce companies use recommender systems
to enable customers to find items they might like. With
rapidly growing data sizes, the predictive performance, processing efficiency and scalability of machine learning-based
recommendations systems and their underlying computations
becomes a major concern. We discuss the design of a largescale recommender system handling billions of interactions
on a European e-commerce platform and will present the
results from our two studies on improving the predictive
performance of this system with both algorithmic and systemsrelated approaches.
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Fig. 1. Architecture overview of the offline training and online serving
components of our retail recommendation system, based on Apache Spark
and Apache Beam, and backed by cloud infrastructure from the Google Cloud
Platform.

provements. These are in general hard to study for academic
researchers without access to real world systems. Work from
[5], [6] indicates that a reduction of the response latency
has a positive impact on the acceptance rate of a search
engine. Therefore we decide to investigate the impact of
response latency on our recommender system as well and
conduct an A/B test on the live platform with more than
19 million user sessions, which confirms that the latency
reduction by 17ms@p90 of the recommender system correlates
with a significant increase in important order and revenue
based business metrics. We ran this study during an ongoing
data center migration, which gave us the unique opportunity
to investigate the effect of improving the latency, instead of
making it artificially worse as done in previous studies for
search engines [7], [6].
Future work. In the future, we will explore how to scaleup well-scoring algorithms for session-based recommendation
(in particular VS-KNN) to a full production workload with
several billion interactions and low latency. We think that
our studies also outlined interesting research directions for
improving the suitability of the neural- based recommendation
algorithms for production settings. There are ongoing efforts
to decrease the training time of neural networks, especially for
hyperparameter selection workloads [8], which should include
the session-based models in their experiments. We also think
that the impact of response latency should be investigated
more thoroughly, especially with regards to potential tradeoffs with model pruning or precision lowering for neural
networks. These techniques usually decrease performance in
offline evaluation, but their potential for reducing latency could
have a positive impact on their predictive performance in
online settings.
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